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ABSTRACT: We use liquid-phase transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to study self-assembly dynamics of charged gold
nanoarrows (GNAs), which reveal an unexpected “colloid−atom duality”. On one hand, they assemble following the Derjaguin−
Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (DLVO) theory for colloids when van der Waals attraction overruns slightly screened electrostatic
repulsion. Due to concaveness in shape, GNAs adopt zipper motifs with lateral offset in their assembly matching with our modeling
of inter-GNA interaction, which form into unconventional structures resembling degenerate crystals. On the other hand, further
screening of electrostatic repulsion leads to merging of clusters assembled from GNAs, reminiscent of the coalescence growth mode
in atomic crystals driven by minimization of surface energy, as we measure from the surface fluctuation of clusters. Liquid-phase
TEM captures the initial formation of highly curved necks bridging the two clusters. Analysis of the real-time evolution of neck width
illustrates the first-time observation of coalescence in colloidal assemblies facilitated by rapid surface diffusion of GNAs. We attribute
the duality to the confluence of factors (e.g., nanoscale colloidal interaction, diffusional dynamics) that we access by liquid-phase
TEM, taking turns to dominate at different conditions, which is potentially generic to the nanoscale. The atom aspect, in particular,
can inspire utilization of atomic crystal synthesis strategies to encode structure and dynamics in nanoscale assembly.

Micron-sized colloids have been historically related to
atoms as theminimal “visible”model atoms since the first

direct imaging of their phase transition dynamics by optical
microscopy in 2001.1 Yet there exists a difference of 3 to 4 orders
of magnitude in the size of colloids and atoms, which accounts
for fundamental inconsistencies in their phase behaviors. For
example, the prevalent assembly mechanisms for atoms such as
coalescence2 and oriented attachment3 have not been retrieved
in micron-sized colloids at equilibrium.4−7 Contributing factors
can be either the short-range nature of interactions between
micron-sized colloids, which leads to a more corrugated energy
landscape than that of atoms,5 or slower diffusion of micron-
sized colloids,4,6 both making micron-sized colloids more prone
to kinetic traps and not sampling their energy landscape
sufficiently. The intermediate nanoscale can bridge the length
scales but has been underexplored due to the lack of a
counterpart of optical microscopy, capable of monitoring and
tracking the motions of single nanosized entities.5,8−13 Conven-
tional ensemble spectroscopy characterization of solutions8−10

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging of dry
samples11−13 do not give single-particlelevel dynamics. Liquid-
phase TEM, which makes the nanometer resolution of TEM
compatible with solutions, has frequent complications from
illuminated substrate14−16 and sluggish nanoparticle mo-
tions,17,18 limiting its capability to retrieve bulk phase behaviors.
Here we fill the gap using our recently optimized low-dose

liquid-phase TEM to reveal the self-assembly dynamics of gold
nanoarrows (GNAs), which show a remarkable “colloid−atom
duality”. The GNAs are synthesized following our previous
method19 (Figure 1a, Figure S1a−b, Supporting Information),
exhibiting a double-headed arrow shape (128.9 ± 8.5 nm in
length L and 54.2 ± 3.1 nm in head widthW, Figure S1c), with

two pyramidal heads connected by a four-wing shaft made of
four panels radiating from the central shaft. The TEM images of
the GNAs show that each wing has a thickness tGNA of 10.1± 1.2
nm and a length l of 52.3 ± 7.8 nm, with a concave angle α of
83.7° ± 2.7° (Figure 1a, Figure S1b−c). GNAs are coated with
carboxylated thiols, negatively charged in pH-neutral water or
basic buffer (Figure S1d). Low dose rates (7.4−12.9 e− Å−2 s−1)
are used in imaging, which keep the ligands intact and induce
controllable change in interparticle interactions.20,21 Different
from the convex-shaped nanoparticles prevalently studied using
this tool (e.g., spheres,16,22−28 rods,29,30 prisms20,21,31), GNAs
have geometric concaveness, endowing them with more
complexity and tunability in balancing colloidal interaction19

with diffusion dynamics to achieve the duality. The resultant
diversity in the assemblies can potentially introduce dynamic
optical properties, such as structure-dependent optical absorp-
tion32 and polarization control,33 which are important for the
design of optical absorbers32 and active metamaterials.33,34

The colloidal aspect of assembly dynamics occurs at ionic
strength I = 6.4 mM, where van der Waals attraction between
GNAs dominates a screened electrostatic repulsion, leading to
dynamically reorganizing assemblies consisting of a “zipper”
motif. As shown in Movie S1, the GNAs locally concentrate and
assemble side-by-side, with centroids labeled to map inter-GNA
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connections (Figure 1b). The position, orientation, and
connection of the GNAs undergo rapid rearrangements at a
time interval as small as 0.2 s. The tracked nearest neighboring
distances rn.n. of all the GNAs in the view average at a finite
length of 82.8 nm (Figure S2a−b), confirming net inter-GNA
attraction despite fast shuffling of GNAs. As an example, the
distance betweenGNAs 1 and 2 (labeled in Figure 1b) fluctuates
between 80.3 and 91.5 nm (Figure S2c), suggesting dynamic
reorganization, differing from irreversible aggregation in
previous liquid-phase TEM studies.16,21,29,30 Statistical tracking
of the configurations of a connected GNA pair shows single-
peaked distribution of the Δx spacing (averaged at 65.9 nm,
defined as the distance between the centroid of one GNA and
the long axis of the other GNA) and the Δy offset (averaged at
30.1 nm) along the long axis of parallel GNAs (Figure 1c),
favoring the “zipper” motif.
Our interaction modeling elucidates the key role of local

concaveness generic to the GNA shape in favoring the dynamic
“zipper” motif. Using a three-dimensional (3D) discretized
model built on the measured shape descriptors (Figure S1b−c),
we compute the pairwise interparticle interaction E from the
interparticle van der Waals attraction (EvdW) and electrostatic
repulsion (Eel) (E = EvdW + Eel, following DLVO theory35) as a
function of different pairing configurations. As shown in Figure
1d, E has a minimum at Δx = 66 nm and Δy = 29 nm, matching
with the zipper motif. The weak attraction strength (−0.5kBT)
suggests thermal fluctuations are sufficient to overcome the net
inter-GNA attraction, consistent with our experimental
observation of dynamic assemblies. The concaveness accounts
for the misalignment, consistent with previous studies36,37

illustrating the role of surface curvature in dictating assembly;
conversely, when we consider hypothetical flat GNAs (f-GNAs,
Figure S1c) with a cuboidal body (no concaveness) while
keeping all the other features the same, the minimum of E occurs
at Δy = 0 nm with no offset (Figure 1e).
The zipper motif is essential to further assemble into

unexpected structures resembling degenerate crystal (DC).38

The three preferred alignments of the GNAs (Figure 2a) and

triangular ordering (see the labeled GNA lobes in Figure 2b) are
typical of a DC structure, potentially allowing for polarization
control of incident light.33,39 The 6-fold bonding symmetry of
each lobe j measured using the modulus bond-orientational

Figure 1.Colloidal aspect of the duality of GNAs assembling following the zipper motif. (a) Top: TEM image of GNAwith the outline colored to local
curvature κ. Bottom: 3D discretized model of a GNA with gold atoms (blue) and surface charges (orange), and schematic of SiNx liquid chamber. (b)
Time-lapse liquid-phase TEM images of GNAs assembling at I = 6.4 mM. The labeled GNA pair is dynamically connected (solid line) and
disconnected (dash line). Dose rate: 7.4 e− Å−2 s−1. (c) Histogram of the configuration of a connected GNA pair analyzed from Movie S1 and and
Movie S2. Inset schematic defines Δx and Δy. (d) The calculated E as a function of Δx and Δy defined in (c). White filled circle denotes energy
minimum. (e) The calculated E for the GNA pair (blue) and hypothetical f-GNA pair as a reference (brown) at fixedΔx of the energy minimum (66
and 84 nm, respectively) and varying Δy. Scale bars: 50 nm.

Figure 2. Assembly of GNAs into DC-like structures. (a) Time-lapse
liquid-phase TEM images with the orientation β of GNAs marked. I =
6.4 mM; 7.4 e−Å−2 s−1 (Movie S2). (b) The same TEM images as those
in (a) with the lobe positions colored to |ψ6j| and the DC connections
marked (white lines). (c) Left: Definition of y′ as the coordinate of the
right GNA when setting the left GNA as the vertical axis. The GNA is
simplified as two lobes connected by a rod. Right: The calculated E of a
GNA pair at fixed Δβ = 60° and Δx = 94.2 nm, with varying y′. Inset:
Two pairing motifs (zipper and boomerang) of GNAs. Scale bars: 100
nm.
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order parameter40 |ψ6j| shows a consistent high order spanning
the whole structure (Figure 2b). This periodicity of DC
structure can produce diffractive waves byGNAs scattering light,
which can narrow plasmon resonances for applications in
optoelectronics, photovoltaics, and biosensing.41,42 Besides the
specific zippermotif favored at I= 6.4mM(Figure S2d), another
“boomerang” motif (Δβ = 60°, Δx = 94.2 nm, y′ = 18.1 nm
defined in Figure 2c) is also essential for the DC-like structure to
form. Our calculated pairwise interaction E for a GNA pair at
fixedΔβ andΔx (Figure 2c) reaches its minimum at y′ = 19 nm,
validating the enthalpic preference for the boomerang motif.
The concaveness in our GNAs allows for a wide range of

interaction tunability: at I = 120mM,GNAs are further screened
electrostatically and exhibit a surprising coalescence growth
analogous to that in atomic crystallization. Interaction modeling
rationalizes that GNAs assemble into clusters of various motifs
(Figure 3c). At low GNA concentration, the clusters are small

(<30 GNAs), diffusing and rearranging quickly as a whole after
coalescence (Movie S3, Figure 3a−b). In comparison, at high
GNA concentration, the clusters are large (>100 GNAs) and
diffuse slower than the small clusters,22 exhibiting the formation
of a neck as some surface GNAs of the two clusters come into
physical contact (Movie S4).
New surfaces are formed at the neck periphery of high

curvature (Figure 3d−f). The neck’s apexes are tracked over
time t with the interapex distance measured as the neck width
dneck. In atomic crystallization, volume diffusion and surface
diffusion of atoms are the dominant mass transport paths during
coalescence. We measure a power law of dneck∼ t0.24 (Figure 4a),
indicating surface diffusion (dneck ∼ t0.16) as predicted by the
classical continuum theory.43,44

Coalescence is usually attributed to the minimization of the
free energy by reducing surface area. Indeed, the upper contour
of the coalescing neck (Figure 4b) shows a decrease in the high-
curvature regions, while regions of low curvature remain (Figure
4c). The curvature−growth rate histogram (Figure 4d) shows a
positive interrelation of these two factors, consistent with a
curvature-dependent flattening effect tominimize surface area.45

We measure the surface energy gain for coalescence following a
capillary wave theory (CWT) (Supporting Information),46

which describes how thermal fluctuation equilibrates with
surface energy in defining the spatiotemporal fluctuation of a

surface. Specifically, we track the regional surface profile of a
cluster (Movie S5, Figure 4e), from which we derive a height
function h(x, t). The height function is then decomposed into a
series of sinusoidal waves of wave vector k, based on which we
verify that the squared time-averaged Fourier coefficient ⟨|
A(k)|2⟩ fits with k−2.2 (Figure 4f), consistent with the prediction
of CWT (⟨|A(k)|2⟩ ∼ k−2). This applicability of CWT allows us
to calculate the surface energy as (1.26 ± 0.02) × 10−13 J/m
(Figure S3). Note that our observation of the neck formed
during coalescence starts from dneck = 104 nm, corresponding to
a surface energy gain of 3.2kBT, sufficient for coalescence to
happen.
We attribute the observation of such coalescence behavior in

GNAs to the faster diffusion of nanoparticles than that of
micron-sized colloids, which makes it hard for micron-sized
colloids to exhibit a similar collective mass transport. In fact, the
diffusion dynamics can be regulated by particle−substrate
interaction for solvent-evaporation-driven or templated assem-
blies. For example, Figures S4 and S5 show that the same GNAs
can exhibit suppressed motions at a lower I, following Langmuir-
like adsorption on the SiNx membrane. The “colloid−atom
duality” illustrated here suggests that modification of diffusional
dynamics of nanoparticles could facilitate atom-resembling
behaviors as an unexplored playground in nanoscale assembly,
offering more routes toward diverse functional and reconfig-
urable structures.47,48

Figure 3. Atomic aspect of the duality: coalescence of clusters
assembled from GNAs. Time-lapse liquid-phase TEM images showing
the coalescence of two small clusters (a−b), and two large clusters (d−
f). The boundaries of the clusters involved in coalescence are colored to
κ. 12.9 e− Å−2 s−1. Scale bars: 100 nm. (c) The calculated E for different
GNA pair configurations at I = 120 mM.

Figure 4. Neck evolution during coalescence. (a) Evolution of dneck
(black squares) with t. (b) Forty-eight time-lapse contours of the
growing neck in Movie S4 (0.12 s time interval) overlaid with the
starting TEM frame (t = 0.2 s). (c) Histogram of κ of the neck contours
selected from (b), with statistics of two adjacent frames at 0.5 s, 3.9 s,
and 6.0 s, respectively. (d) Local curvature (κ)−growth rate (v)
histogram (Movie S4), including only the v values at neck regions of
negative curvatures. (e) Time-lapse liquid-phase TEM images showing
the fluctuating surface of the cluster composed of GNAs. (f)
Dependences of ⟨|A(k)|2⟩ on k on a log−log scale plot. The gray line
denotes a power law of −2. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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Materials and Methods, Image and Data Analysis,
Interaction Modeling, Figures S1−S5, Supplementary
Movie Legends, and Supplementary References (PDF)
Movie S1: Liquid-phase TEM movie showing the zipper
motifs of GNAs assembled at I = 6.4 mM. Dose rate: 7.4
e− A−2 s−1. The movie is played at 8 fps, real time. Scale
bar: 100 nm. (AVI)
Movie S2: Synchronized movie including liquid-phase
TEM movies of the self-assembly of GNAs into 2D
degenerate crystal-like structure marked with single GNA
orientation β (top left) and the local modulus bond-
orientational order parameter |ψ6j| (top right), and the
corresponding standard deviation of the histogram of
GNA orientations and the ensemble averaged local
structure order parameter |ψ6| vs time t at I = 6.4 mM.
Dose rate: 7.4 e− A−2 s−1. The movie is played at 2 fps,
0.25× real time. Scale bars: 100 nm. (AVI)
Movie S3: Liquid-phase TEM movie showing the
coalescence of two small clusters assembled from
GNAs, at low GNA concentration at I = 120 mM. Dose
rate: 12.9 e− A−2 s−1. The movie is played at 8 fps, real
time. Scale bar: 100 nm. (AVI)
Movie S4: Liquid-phase TEM movie showing the
coalescence of the two large clusters at a high GNA
concentration at I = 120mM. The contours are colored to
the local curvature κ. Dose rate: 12.9 e− A−2 s−1. The
movie is played at 8 fps, real time. Scale bar: 100 nm.
(AVI)
Movie S5: Liquid-phase TEM movie showing the
fluctuating surface (highlighted by yellow) of a cluster
at a high GNA concentration at I = 120 mM. Dose rate:
12.9 e− A−2 s−1. The movie is played at 8 fps, real time.
Scale bar: 100 nm. (AVI)
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